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Abstract

In this paper, we have studied a common Web ser-
vice composition problem, the syntactic matching problem,
where the output parameters of a Web service can be used
as the input parameters of another Web service. Many au-
tomatic Web service composition algorithms based on AI
planning techniques have been proposed. However, most of
them do not scale well when the number of Web services in-
creases, or may miss finding a solution even if one exists.
The planning graph, another AI planning technique, pro-
vides a unique search space. We have found that when we
model the Web service composition problem as a planning
graph, it actually provides a trivial solution to the prob-
lem. Instead of following the usual way to find a solution
by a backward search, we put our efforts into removing the
redundant Web services contained in the planning graph.
Our approach can find a solution in polynomial time, but
with possible redundant Web services. We have tested our
algorithms on the data set used in ICEBE’05 and compared
our results with existing methods.

1. Introduction

Service is defined as applying competence for the ben-
efit of another [8]. When a single service cannot satisfy
business requirements, we need to compose a group of ser-
vices as a business process in order to fulfill them. In our
study on the problem of Web service composition, the busi-
ness requirements are described as a query with the known
parameters as input and the expected parameters as output.
The input and the output parameters of a Web service are
defined in its WSDL file [9], and a common Web service
composition problem is to match the input parameters and
output parameters of Web services by name. If all input pa-
rameters of a Web service are within the output parameters

of another Web service (or a group of Web services), they
can be connected. If the chained Web services accept the
known parameters as input and produce the desired output
parameters, it is a solution to the Web service composition
problem. This process is the so-called syntactic matching
problem in Web service composition [1].

The size of the search space is exponential when many
available Web services exist in a Web service composition
problem [6]. Therefore, efficient composition algorithms
with better running time performance are preferred. Plan-
ning techniques from AI are currently the most commonly
used for automatic Web service composition. When the
Web service composition is modelled into STRIPS planning
with restrictions on negation in pre- and post-conditions, it
proves to be NP-complete [2]. Most of the automatic Web
service composition algorithms based on AI planning tech-
niques do not scale well when the number of Web services
increases or may miss finding a solution, even if one exists.

However, the planning graph [3], another AI planning
technique, provides a unique search space where connec-
tions between actions and propositions are expressed in a
compact way. We have found that when we model the Web
service composition problem into a planning graph, it pro-
vides a trivial solution to the syntactic matching problem,
with possible redundant Web services. Indeed, the syntactic
matching problem can be modelled into a simplified plan-
ning graph without mutual exclusion (mutex), which is par-
tially why a planning graph is a trivial solution to the syn-
tactic matching problem. Instead of finding a solution by a
backward search in a planning graph, we put our efforts into
removing redundant Web services contained in the planning
graph. We have proposed several strategies to expand the
planning graph with as few actions (i.e., Web services) as
possible. Since a planning graph can be constructed in poly-
nomial time, our approach provides an efficient solution to
the Web service composition problem, though it may con-
tain some redundant Web services. Though it is not an eco-



nomical solution since we may use more Web services than
necessary, it is a feasible solution to the Web service com-
position problem. We do not attempt to provide all possi-
ble solutions, but just one that can be found in the shortest
time. We have tested our algorithms on the data set used in
the Web service composition contest of the IEEE Interna-
tional Conference on e-Business Engineering (ICEBE’05)
and compared our results with the existing methods. It is
an extension of our previous work on semantic Web service
composition [10].

The rest of this article is organized as follows: Sec-
tion 2 provides the necessary background on planning graph
techniques, Section 3 demonstrates how to model the Web
service composition problem based on the planning graph
techniques, Section 4 shows the performance study of our
proposed algorithm, Section 5 reviews some related work,
and Section 6 concludes the article.

2. A brief introduction to the planning graph

Planning graph techniques are studied in the AI plan-
ning domain. A planning graph is a very powerful search
space. Mathematically, a planning graph is a directed lay-
ered graph in which arcs are permitted only from one layer
to the next. Nodes in level 0 correspond to set P0 of proposi-
tions denoting the initial state of a planning problem. Level
1 consists of an action level, A1, and a proposition level,
P1. A1 is the set of actions (ground instances of operators)
in which preconditions are nodes in P0, and P1 is the union
of P0 and the sets of positive effects of actions in A1. An
action node in A1 is connected by incoming precondition
arcs to preconditions in P0, and it is connected by outgo-
ing arcs to positive or negative effects in P1. Outgoing arcs
are labelled as positive or negative. Note that negative ef-
fects are not deleted from P1, thus P0 ⊆ P1. The process
continues until it reaches the fixed point level of the graph.

A solution plan of a planning graph is a sequence of sets
of actions 〈π1, π2, . . . , πk〉 . It is a layered plan since it is
organized into levels corresponding to those of the planning
graph with πi ⊆ Ai. The first level π1 is a subset of in-
dependent actions in A1 that can be applied in any order to
the initial state and will lead to a state that is a subset of P1.
Actions in π2 ⊆ A2 proceed until the level πk , actions lead
to a state in which the goal is met [3].

In order to illustrate some important concepts of the clas-
sical planning and the planning graph, some definitions and
theorems are given below.

Definition 1 In classical planning, a state s is a sub-
set of a finite set of proposition symbols L, where L =
{p1, . . . , pn}. s tells us which propositions currently hold.
If p ∈ s, then p holds in the state of the world represented
by s, and if p /∈ s , then p does not hold in the state of the
world represented by s.

Definition 2 In classical planning, an action is a
triplet of subsets of L, which can be written as
a = (precond(a), effects−(a), effects+(a)). The set
precond(a) is called the preconditions of a. effects−(a)
and effects(a)+(a) are called negative effects and posi-
tive effects of action a respectively, and they are disjointed,
i.e., effects−(a) ∩ effect+(a) = ∅. The action, a, is ap-
plicable to a state, s, if precond(a) ⊆ s.

Definition 3 In classical planning, a state transition func-
tion is γ(s, a) = (s−effects−(a))∪effects+(a) if action
a is applicable to state s , and γ(s, a) is undefined other-
wise.

Definition 4 In classical planning, a planning problem is
a triplet P = ((S,A, γ), s0, g). S is a set of states and
has a property that if s ∈ S, then, for every action a that is
applicable to s, the set (s−effects−(a))∪effects+(a) ∈
S. In other words, whenever an action is applicable to a
state, it produces another state. A is a set of actions. γ is a
state transition function. s0 ∈ S is the initial state. g ⊆ L is
a set of propositions called goal propositions that give the
requirements that a state must satisfy in order to be a goal
state. A plan is any sequence of actions π = 〈a1, . . . , ak〉,
where k ≥ 0 .

Definition 5 In classical planning, a planning operator
is a triplet o = (name(o), preconds(o), effects(o)).
name(o), the name of the operator, is a syntactic expression
of the form n(xi, . . . , xk), in which n is a symbol called an
operator symbol, x1, . . . xk are the variable symbols that
appear anywhere in o, and n is unique. preconds(o), the
preconditions of o, is a set of literals which contains atoms
and negations of atoms. effects(o), the effects of o, is also
a set of literals.

Definition 6 In a planning graph, if and only if action
a and action b satisfy effects−(a) ∩ [precond(b) ∪
effects+(b)] = ∅, and effects−(b) ∩ [precond(a) ∪
effects+(a)] = ∅, then a and b are independent. A set
of actions is independent when every pair of the set is inde-
pendent.

Definition 7 In a planning graph, a set π of indepen-
dent actions is applicable to a state s, if and only if
precond(π) ⊆ s. The result of applying the set π
to s is defined as: γ(s, π) = (s − effects−(π)) ∪
effects+(π), in which precond(π) = ∪{precond(a)|a ∈
π}, effect+(π) = ∪{effect+(a)|a ∈ π}, and
effects−(π) = ∪{effects−(a)|a ∈ π}.

Definition 8 In a planning graph, a layered plan is a se-
quence of sets of actions 〈πi, π2, . . . , πn〉, in which each
πi (i = 1, . . . , n) is independent. π1 is applicable to
s0. πi is applicable to γ (si−2, πi−1) when i = 2, . . . , n.
g ⊆ γ(. . . (γ(γ(s0, π1), π2) . . . πn).



Definition 9 In a planning graph, two action a and b, in
level Ai are mutual exclusion (mutex) if either a and b are
not independent or if a precondition of a is mutex with a
precondition of b. Two proposition p and q in Pi are mutex
if every action in Ai that has p as a positive effect is mutex
with every action that produces q, and there is no action in
Ai that both produces both p and q. The set of mutex pairs
in Ai is donated as µAi, and the set of mutex pairs in Pi is
donated as µPi.

Definition 10 In a planning graph, a fixed point level is a
level k such that for ∀i, i > k, level i is identical to level k,
i.e., Pi = Pk, µPi = µPk, Ai = Ak, and µAi = µAk .

Theorem 1 If a set π of independent actions is applica-
ble to state s then, for any permutation 〈a1, a2, . . . , ak〉 of
the elements of π , the sequence 〈a1, a2, . . . , ak〉 is appli-
cable to s, and the state of applying π to s is γ(s, π) =
γ(. . . γ(γ(s, a1), a2) . . . ak).

Theorem 2 If 〈π1, π2, . . . , πk〉 is a solution plan, then a
sequence of actions corresponding to any permutation of
the elements of π1 , followed by any permutation of π2...,
followed by any permutation of πk is a path from initial
state s0 to a goal state.

Theorem 3 If two propositions p and q are in Pi−1, and
(p, q) /∈ µPi−1, then (p, q) /∈ µPi . If two actions a and b
are in Ai−1, and (a, b) /∈ µAi−1, then (a, b) /∈ µAi .

Theorem 4 Every planning graph has a fixed point level
k, which is the smallest k such that |Pk−1| = |Pk|, and
|µPk−1| = |µPk|.

The planning graph techniques depart significantly from
a state space approach and a plan space approach [3]. The
state space approach models a plan as a sequence of ac-
tions. The plan space approach models a plan as a partially
ordered set of actions. A valid plan is a sequence of ac-
tions that meets constraints of the partial order. However,
the planning graph approach models a plan as a sequence of
sets of actions which is more generalized than a sequence
of actions while less generalized than a partial order.

Moreover, the planning graph structure provides an effi-
cient way to estimate which set of propositions is reachable
from s0 with which actions. A goal is reachable from s0
only if it appears in some proposition sets of the planning
graph. However, this is not a sufficient condition. This weak
reachability condition is compensated for by low complex-
ity: the planning graph is of polynomial size and can be
built in polynomial time.

3. Using planning graph techniques to model a
syntactic Web service composition problem

3.1. Syntactic Web service composition
problem

A WSDL file describes the interface of a Web service.
Input and output parameters of the Web service are defined
as messages in the WSDL file. Assume a Web service, w,
has a set of input parameters win = {i1, . . . , in} and a set
of output parameters wout = {o1, . . . , on}. When w is in-
voked with all input parameters,win, the output parameters,
wout, are returned.

When a single Web service cannot satisfy business re-
quirements, we need to compose multiple Web services for
fulfilling them. In this study, business requirements are ex-
pressed as a composition request.

Definition 11 A Web service composition request, r, is a
pair of 〈rin, rout〉, where rin is a set of input parameters
and rout is a set of output parameters.

The task of a Web service composition is to find out a
chain of connected Web services in which the output pa-
rameters of a Web service can be the input parameters of
another Web service (or a group of Web services), and the
input and output parameters of the chain satisfy the com-
position request. Here, parameters are matched by name,
i.e., Web service w1 and w2 can be connected if they satisfy
w2
in ⊆ w1

out. This is the so-called full match situation [6].
When w2

in ∩ w1
out 6= ∅, w2

in * w1
out, and w2

in + w1
out, this

is the so-called partial match situation.

Definition 12 A Web service composition request r =
〈rin, rout〉 is satisfied if a set of Web services {w1, . . . , wn}
exists such that wiin ⊆ rin ∪ w1

out ∪ · · · ∪ wi−1
out and

rout ⊆ rin ∪ w1
out ∪ · · · ∪ wnout, where i = 1, . . . , n.

3.2. Representing a Web service composi-
tion problem as a planning graph

A planning graph represents a procedure close to itera-
tive deepening, which discovers a new part of the search
space at each iteration. The planning graph iteratively ex-
pands itself one level at a time. The process of graph ex-
pansion continues until either it reaches a level where the
proposition set contains all goal propositions or a fixed point
level. The goal cannot be attained if the latter happens first.
Otherwise, the planning graph searches backward from the
last level of the graph for a solution.

A planning graph returns nothing if the planning prob-
lem has no solution; otherwise, it returns a sequence of sets
of actions that is a solution to the problem. Additionally, ev-
ery planning graph ends at a fixed point level, k, according



to Theorem 4, and only takes polynomial time to expand
itself to level k. Therefore, the planning graph approach
contributes greatly to the scalability of the planning prob-
lem. It also contributes greatly to the incrementality of the
planning problem because of its iterative deepening feature.
Finally, the planning graph approach has features of sound-
ness, completeness, and termination.

The Web service composition problem can be mapped to
a planning graph as follows:

–Each service, w, in a service composition problem is
mapped to an action, a, of a planning graph. The input pa-
rameters of the service, win, are mapped to the action’s pre-
conditions, preconds(a), and its output parameters, wout,
are mapped to the action’s effects, effects(a). All input
and output parameters are positive atoms, so each service
only contains positive effects, since parameters can be used
many times. Thus, to be more precise, the output parame-
ters of each service will be mapped to the action’s positive
effects, but in the following section, we will still use the
term effects instead of positive effects, because of its con-
ciseness.

–The input parameters of the composition request, rin,
are mapped to the initial state, s0, of a planning prob-
lem, i.e., the proposition level P0 in level 0 of a planning
graph. Level 1 of the planning graph consists of an ac-
tion level, A1, and a proposition level, P1. A1 is a set
of services where input parameters are nodes in P0, i.e.,
A1 = {a|preconds(a) ⊆ P0}. P1 is a union of P0

and the sets of effects of the services in A1, i.e., P1 =
P0 ∪ {effects(a)|a ∈ A1}. The process continues until
it reaches the fixed point level of the graph.

–The output parameters of the composition request, rout,
are mapped to goal propositions, g. If a planning graph
reaches a proposition level which contains all required pa-
rameters, then it searches backward from the last level of
the graph for a solution.

As we know, in a classical planning graph, an action may
have both positive and negative effects. However, in the
Web service composition problem, each Web service only
has positive effects. Consequently, any parts that involve the
negative effects of an action in a classical planning graph in
definitions 2, 3, and 7 discussed in Section 2 should be omit-
ted since we model each Web service as an action. In fact,
the planning graph we used here is a simplified planning
graph, but most of the properties and theorems of a classi-
cal planning graph still hold in a simplified planning graph,
which facilitates analysis of its complexity. The revised def-
initions and theorems about the simplified planning graph
are shown below.

Definition 13 A simplified planning graph is a planning
graph where each pair of actions are independent and no
mutex relations exist between actions or propositions.

Definition 14 In a simplified planning graph, a fixed point
level is a level, k, such that for ∀i, i > k, level i is identical
to level k, i.e., Pi = Pk and Ai = Ak.

Theorem 5 Every simplified planning graph has a fixed
point level, k, which is the smallest k such that Pk−1 = Pk.

Example 1 A Web service composition example is shown in
Figure 1. w1 to w4 are four Web services. The input and the
output parameters for each Web service are labelled beside
its box. {A,B,C,D} and {K,L} are the input and the out-
put parameters of the Web service composition request. Fig-
ure 2 shows the simplified planning graph of this example.
This composition problem is solvable, because the planning
graph reaches P3, which contains the output {K,L}.
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Figure 1. An example of Web service compo-
sition
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Figure 2. The simplified planning graph for
the example in Figure 1

Since there is no mutex in the simplified planning graph,
all the actions (i.e., Web services) in the same layer can be
executed at the same time. For example, in Figure 2, w2 and
w3 can be executed at the same time. For a solvable Web
service composition problem, the simplified planning graph
itself is a trivial solution, because it has a proposition set
that contains g. That means for a solvable problem, we can
always find a solution by constructing the planning graph.



Proposition 1 For a solvable Web service composition
problem, the simplified planning graph is a trivial solution.

Example 2 The trivial solution for Example 1 is
w1{w2, w3}w4, where {w2, w3} means w2 and w3

are paralleled actions.

We can see that although the trivial solution is a feasible
solution, it may contain some redundant Web services. For
example, w2 and w3 are redundant since only one of them
needs to be kept in a solution.

The classical planning graph algorithm uses a backward
search for generating final solutions, which is the most
time-consuming part of the planning graph techniques. Re-
searches have been working on improving it. Instead of im-
proving the backward search, we put our efforts into remov-
ing the redundant Web services during the construction of
the planning graph. We still guarantee at least one solution
will be kept after we remove these redundant Web services.

3.3. Four strategies to prune redundant
Web services in a composition path

Four strategies to prune redundant Web services are
shown below.

Strategy 1: void adding a Web service w′ to an action
set Ai+1 if its outputs are already produced by other Web
services in the same action set. In other words, we add an
action only if it generates new output, because only new
output makes expanding the planning graph and reaching
the goals possible. Formally, for each Web service w′ of
Ai+1, if w′out ⊆ {e|e ∈ wout, w ∈ Ai+1 \ w′}, then
Ai+1 ← Ai+1 \ w′, where i > 1. This strategy does not
remove existing solution, because it does not affect the ex-
pansion of the planning graph in the next stage.

Strategy 2: avoid adding a Web service w′ to Ai+1 if
its outputs are existing in the previous proposition level
Pi. Formally,∀w′ ∈ Ai+1, if w′out ⊆ Pi, then Ai+1 ←
Ai+1 \ w′, where i > 1. This strategy does not remove ex-
isting solution, because it does not affect the expansion of
the planning graph in the next stage. This strategy proves
to be the most effective one for pruning redundant Web ser-
vices.

Strategy 3: delay adding a Web service where output is
not used in the next action layer. Formally, ∀w′ ∈ Ai, if
w′out ∩ {e|e ∈ win, w ∈ Ai+1} = ∅, then Ai ← Ai \ w′.
Since w′ can always be added to any downstream layers,
this removal will not eliminate possible solutions.

Strategy 4: stop expanding the planning graph when
the goal propositions are in a proposition layer. Formally,
a composition path 〈w1, . . . , wk〉 for Ai, let Aji = wj ∪
Aj−1
i (j = 1, . . . , k), where A0

i = ∅. If j is the minimum
integer such that g ⊆ {e|e ∈ win, w ∈ Aji}, then Ai ← Aji .

The classical planning graph adds the possibly triggered ac-
tions into the graph before it checks the termination condi-
tion. This strategy can stop the construction of the planning
graph a little bit earlier.

Although our experiments prove that all the four strate-
gies can remove most redundant Web services from a so-
lution, it is not guaranteed that all the redundancy will be
removed completely. The advantage of our approach is that
the expensive search in finding a solution is avoided. In
fact, we only need to construct a simplified planning graph
to make our algorithm polynomial.

3.4. Web service composition algorithm
based on planning graph techniques

In this subsection, we describe our algorithms in detail.
Algorithm 1 is the main Web service composition algorithm
based on a simplified planning graph. Its input parameters
are A, s0, and g, where A is a set of actions, s0 is the ini-
tial state, and g is a set of goal propositions. If a Web ser-
vice composition problem has a solution, it will output it.
Otherwise, no solution will be produced. Initially, s0 will
be assigned to P0 which is a proposition set in level 0 of
a simplified planning graph, G. Then, the algorithm ex-
pands G iteratively until it reaches a level where a propo-
sition set contains g or the fixed point level of G. If the
former happens first, then the algorithm will output a solu-
tion 〈A1, A2, . . . , Ai〉. Otherwise, the goal is not attained.

Algorithm 1 Compose(A, s0, g)
Notes about the algorithm: G = 〈P0, A1, P2, . . . , Ai, Pi〉 is
a simplified planning graph.
i← 0, P0 ← s0, G← P0

repeat
G← Expand(G)
i = i + 1

until (g ⊆ Pi ∨ Fixedpoint(G))
if g ⊆ Pi then

Output(〈A1, A2, . . . , Ai〉)
else

Output(∅)
if Fixedpoint(G) then

print(“Reach fixed point”)

Algorithm 2 shows the expansion section of Algorithm 1.
Its input parameters are 〈P0, A1, . . . , Ai, Pi〉. It expands the
planning graph to one more level 〈P0, A1, . . . , Ai+1, Pi+1〉.
The classical way to construct a simplified planning graph is
that for an action a, if preconds(a) ∈ Pi and it is valid (not
used before), a will be added to Ai+1 and set invalid (not
usable) thereafter. Then, Pi+1 = Pi ∪ {effects(a)|a ∈
Ai}. In order to reduce the redundancy of Web services
added into the planning graph, we apply the four strategies
described in Subsection 3.3.



Algorithm 2 Expand(〈P0, A1, . . . , Ai, Pi〉)
Notes about the algorithm: valid(a): action a can be used
in the algorithm; invalid(a): action a can not be used in the
algorithm again.
for a ∈ A do

if precond(a) ⊆ Pi ∧ valid(a) then
Ai+1 ← Ai+1 ∪ a
invalid(a)

Pi+1 ← Pi

for a ∈ Ai+1 do
if effects(a) * Pi+1 then

Pi+1 ← Pi+1 ∪ effects(a)
else

Ai+1 ← Ai+1\a
invalid(a)

if g ⊆ Pi+1 then
discard all the other actions in Ai+1

break
for a In Ai do

if effects(a) ∩ {precond(a)|a ∈ Ai+1} = ∅ then
Ai ← Ai\a
valid(a)

return 〈P0, A1, . . . , Ai+1, Pi+1〉

In Algorithm 2, we first generate a new action layerAi+1

and initialize Pi+1 ← Pi (the first for loop). In the second
for loop, we try to apply Strategy 1 and 2. For an action
a ∈ Ai+1, if effects(a) * Pi+1 which means a gener-
ates new outputs compared with the parameters in Pi+1, we
keep a inside Ai+1 and Pi+1 ← Pi+1 ∪ effects(a). Oth-
erwise, if effects(a) ⊆ Pi+1, we remove a from Ai+1,
i.e., Ai+1 ← Ai+1\a. a is set to be invalid thereafter
since we will not use it again. Strategy 4 is used in the
third if statement. If after adding an action, a, we find
that g ⊆ pi+1, we discard all the unchecked actions in
Ai+1 and quit the second for loop. In the third for loop,
we try to apply Strategy 3. For each action a ∈ Ai, if
effects(a) ∩ {precond(a)|a ∈ Ai+1} = ∅, a will be re-
moved from Ai since it has no effect in generating Ai+1. a
is set to be valid in order to be used again.

Algorithm 3 Fixedpoint(〈P0, A1, . . . , Pi, Ai〉)
if Pi = Pi−1 then

return true
else

return false

Algorithm 3 demonstrates the fixed point section of algo-
rithm 1. Its input parameters are 〈P0, A1, . . . , Ai, Pi〉, and
its output parameter is a boolean value. If Pi = Pi−1, the
algorithm will return true. Otherwise it will return false.

3.5. Algorithm analysis

Let (O, s0, g) be a planning problem, where O is a set of
operators (each action is a ground operator), s0 is the initial
state, and g is a set of goal propositions. Suppose that the
planning problem has n propositions and m actions. It fol-
lows that the number of elements that are contained in every
proposition set and action set are no more than n and m re-
spectively. We also suppose that c is the number of constant
symbols of the problem, e = maxo∈O{|effects+(o)|},
and α is an upper bound on number of parameters of any
operator. Then, the number of actions produced by each
operator is no more thancα, therefore the maximum num-
ber of actions produced by all operators is |O| × cα , which
means m ≤ |O| × cα. Since the number of propositions
produced by each operator is no more than e, the number of
propositions produced by each action is also no more than
e. Furthermore, the total number of propositions produced
by all actions is no more than e × |O| × cα. As a result, it
follows that n ≤ e×|O|× cα. So, n and m are polynomial.

Every simplified planning graph has a fixed point level,
k, according to Theorem 5. The reason for this is that
its proposition sets and action sets monotonically increase
from one level to the next, i.e., Pi−1 ⊆ Pi (i = 1, . . . , k),
Ai−1 ⊆ Ai (i = 2, . . . , k), while the number of elements
that are contained in every proposition set and action set is
bounded; thus, every simplified planning graph must reach
a fixed point level. Additionally, the main work of Strategy
1, 2, 4 is to check whether a subset relation exists between
two sets or not, and that of Strategy 3 is to check whether
two sets have common elements or not. Both can be done in
polynomial time. Therefore, the complexity of the simpli-
fied planning graph is polynomial, because it has finite dis-
tinct levels and the number of elements that are contained in
every proposition set and action set is no more than n and
m, which are both polynomial.

4. Performance study

We used the sample repository and challenge of
ICEBE’05 to study the performance of the Planning Graph
based Service Composition Algorithm (PGSCA). The sam-
ple repository and challenge can be downloaded from [1].
All requests in the data set can be solved by using full-
matching composition. Consequently, some simple algo-
rithms may work. However, it should be noted that PGSCA
can address both full- and partial matching Web service
composition problems. Running time is used as the met-
ric to compare the performance between PGSCA and the
Service Composition Algorithm (SCA) used in Georgetown
Java Software, which can also be downloaded from [1].

The main idea of SCA is to build a new chain to record
a possible solution path for a Web service which can be



served as the first element of the solution path. The out-
put parameters of the Web service will be added to a set of
available parameters for the chain. Then the algorithm scans
the whole Web service repository to find whether there is a
new Web service in which input parameters are in the set
of available parameters for a chain. If so, the Web service
will be added to the chain and its output parameters will be
added to the set of available parameters for the chain. The
algorithm continues to scan the repository and may add a
new Web service to a chain again. If it cannot find such a
Web service in one scan, the algorithm will terminate im-
mediately.

The idea of SCA is clear, but it is not an efficient al-
gorithm because it scans the Web service repository again
and again until it cannot find a new Web service that can
be added to a chain. In other words, it does not tell us
under what conditions it should be terminated. Moreover,
SCA may leave out some solutions since it does not con-
sider all possible composition paths. However, PGSCA will
terminate when it reaches the fixed point level of a simpli-
fied planning graph. In addition, it can find the composition
path if the Web service composition problem has a solution,
though it may not be a concise one.

4.1. Test cases

The sample repository that we used have 143 Web ser-
vices. Each Web service is stored as a WSDL file. An ex-
ample of such a file is shown below:

< messagename = ”ServiceP01a1182959 Request” >
< partname = ”P19a0620411”type = ”xsd : string”/ >
< /message >
< messagename = ”ServiceP01a1182959 Response” >
< partname = ”P82a3034588”type = ”xsd : string”/ >
< /message >
< portTypename = ”ServiceP01a1182959Port” >
< operationname = ”ServiceP01a1182959” >
< inputmessage = ”tns : ServiceP01a1182959 Request”/ >
< outputmessage = ”tns : ServiceP01a1182959 Response”/ >
< /operation >
< /portType >

The composition requests are stored as XML files which
are shown below:

< WSChallenge >
< CompositionRoutinename = ”C1” >
< Provided >
P88a1468148, P11a4043551, P68a6331952, P96a3868936,
P44a8641788, P61a7652575, P05a8359303, P81a4931581,
P71a7343790, P96a7526345
< /Provided >
< Resultant > P66a0567777 < /Resultant >
< /CompositionRoutine >
< CompositionRoutinename = ”C2” >
< Provided > P97a7397147, P24a2859947 < /Provided >
< Resultant > P81a6362805 < /Resultant >
< /CompositionRoutine >
< CompositionRoutinename = ”C3” >
< Provided > P19a0620411 < /Provided >
< Resultant > P24a8052504 < /Resultant >
< /CompositionRoutine >
< CompositionRoutinename = ”C4” >
< Provided > P38a6536687, P22a9481780 < /Provided >
< Resultant > P68a9119134 < /Resultant >

< /CompositionRoutine >
< /WSChallenge >

The above composition requests include four sub re-
quests, i.e., C1, C2, C3, and C4. It should be noted that
each of them has a solution. All experiments were per-
formed on a PC platform with a Pentium 4 CPU (3.00 GHz),
Windows XP, and 512 MB RAM. All algorithms were im-
plemented in Java. For each test case, PGSCA and SCA
will be executed 20 times and the average running time will
be reported.

4.2. Result analysis

Figure 3 shows the comparison of running times between
PGSCA and SCA under test case C1. In it, there are ten
provided parameters and one required parameter. PGSCA
produces a concise solution with 4 services which are ex-
actly the same ones that are contained in the correct solu-
tion, while SCA produces a solution which contains 22 ser-
vices of which 18 are redundant. This case demonstrates
that SCA may have some redundant solutions. As shown
in Figure 3, the running time of PGSCA is less than that of
SCA in most cases. It should be noted that it takes more
time to find a solution when we first run PGSCA or SCA.
The reason for this is that it takes some extra time to per-
form some initialized work the first time. Thus, we omit the
extra time in Figures 3, 4, and 5. The average running time
of PGSCA is 2405 milliseconds while the average running
time of SCA is 2471 milliseconds. The average running
time of PGSCA is 66 milliseconds less than that of SCA
in test case C1 which demonstrates that our proposed algo-
rithm is more efficient than SCA.
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Figure 3. Test case C1

Figure 4 shows a comparison of running time between
PGSCA and SCA under test case C2. In it, there are two
provided parameters and one required parameter. Each al-
gorithm produces a concise solution with 4 services which
are exactly the same ones that are contained in the correct
solution. Web services in two solutions and their arrange
order are the same. In most cases, the running time of



PGSCA is less than that of SCA. The average running time
of PGSCA is 2413 milliseconds while the average running
time of SCA is 2446 milliseconds. The average running
time of PGSCA is 33 milliseconds less than that of SCA in
this test case, which demonstrates that our proposed algo-
rithm is better than SCA.
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Figure 4. Test case C2

There is one provided parameter and one required pa-
rameter in test case C3. PGSCA produces a solution with
8 services while the correct solution only has 3 services,
which means that PGSCA produces 5 redundant services.
Unfortunately, SCA cannot find a solution. The average
running time of PGSCA is 2411 milliseconds. This case
demonstrates that SCA may leave out some solutions, but
PGSCA does not.

Figure 5 shows a comparison of running times between
PGSCA and SCA under test case C4. In it, there are two
provided parameters and one required parameter. Each al-
gorithm produces a concise solution with 2 services which
are exactly the same ones that are contained in the correct
solution. Web services in two solutions and their arrange
order are the same. In most cases, the running time of
PGSCA is less than that of SCA. The average running time
of PGSCA is 2396 milliseconds, yet the average running
time of SCA is 2423 milliseconds. Our proposed algorithm
is still better than SCA in this case, though its advantage is
not obvious. A possible reason for this is that there are only
two services in the solutions, which are not enough to show
the scalability of PGSCA.

5. Related work

An automated Web service composition algorithm is
critical to the success of Web service applications. Several
methods have been proposed to attain this goal. Most of
them can be classified as workflow based techniques and
AI planning techniques [7]. Other methods include Alge-
braic Process, π-Calculus, Petri Nets, Model Checking, and
Finite-State Machines techniques [4].
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Figure 5. Test case C4

In workflow-based techniques, the composite Web ser-
vices are defined as similar to workflows which consist of
several Web services with control and data flow. Several
industry standards use this method such as BPEL (Web ser-
vice Business Process Execution Language), BPML (Busi-
ness Process Execution Language), and HP’s eFlow project
[11].

In AI planning techniques, the provided parameters and
required parameters of a Web service requester are mod-
elled as the initial states and goal states of a planning prob-
lem respectively. An available Web service set in each
step is modelled as an action set of the planning problem.
The input parameters and output parameters of each Web
service are modelled as the preconditions and effects of
a corresponding action respectively. Several AI planning
techniques are used to solve the service composition prob-
lem such as situation calculus, Planning Domain Descrip-
tion Language (PDDL), rule-based planning, theorem prov-
ing [7].

Web service composition techniques must satisfy sev-
eral requirements: connectivity, non-functional quality-of-
service properties, correctness, and scalability [4]. In com-
plicated business transactions, multiple services are likely
to be used in a complex invocation chain. Therefore, scal-
ability is most important to Web service composition algo-
rithms. π-Calculus offers concise notation and thus facili-
tates specification of complex services. However, most Web
service composition techniques cannot scale with the num-
ber of composed Web services. An AI-planning based Web
service composition algorithm named WSPR is presented
in [5]. It computes the cost of achieving individual param-
eters starting from win by using a forward search. Then
it approximates the optimal sequence of Web services that
connects win to wout by using, regression search leverag-
ing on the results that are obtained from the first step, as
guidance. WSPR may leave out a solution, since it uses a
heuristic search algorithm in the regression search.



6. Conclusions

In this paper, we present an efficient syntactic Web ser-
vice composition algorithm based on a simplified planning
graph. For a solvable problem, it can find a solution in
polynomial time, but with possible redundant Web services.
We apply four strategies to make the solution concise. This
approach opens a new path to improve the planning graph
when we solve the Web service composition problem. We
will further study how to use effective strategies to solve the
redundancy problem.
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